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backup file ・Image integrity check
and repair ・Export files to cloud
storage services ・Format, copy,
encrypt, split, delete, rename,

merge, compress and other
operations ・System file backup,
disk image backup ・Intelligent

scheduler ・Work with Windows
and Linux operating systems

・Extend system partition, dynamic
volume, fixed volume ・Generate

virtual hard disk and dynamic disk
images ・Inventory file, file
inventory list Key features -
Backup partition, hard drive,
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system and application data -
Create disk image, partition image,

backup and restore disk image -
Create partition, disk image,

backup and restore partition image
- Create and restore disk image to
partition - Create and restore disk
image to fixed volume - Backup
partition, hard drive, system and
application data to disk image -

Backup partition, hard drive,
system and application data to
partition image - Back up and
restore system image - Create

bootable rescue media device (CD,
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DVD, USB) - Create system file
backup, partition image backup,

disk image backup - Verify backup
image - Export files to cloud

storage services - Format, copy,
compress, encrypt, split, merge,

rename, delete and other operations
- Automatic system image, disk

image, backup and restore -
Intelligent scheduler - Extend

system partition, dynamic volume,
fixed volume - Generate virtual

hard disk and dynamic disk images
- Inventory file - Intuitive and user-

friendly UI - Working with
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Windows and Linux operating
systems - Work with Linux and

Windows systems - Version 6.0.0.0
- Can be used on both Windows
and Linux - Compatible with all

Windows and Linux systems
Supported languages: English,

Chinese, Japanese, Korean,
Spanish, Portuguese, Italian,

French, German, Dutch, Russian,
Ukrainian, Czech, Polish,

Hungarian, Romanian, Greek,
Serbian, Croatian, Turkish,

Vietnamese, Arabic, Finnish,
Hebrew, Hungarian, Polish,
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Romanian, Greek, Serbian,
Croatian, Ukrainian, Vietnamese

Size: 685.1 MB Download AOMEI
Backupper Standard 64-bit Offline
Installer * IMPORTANT: Please
do not forget to check the version

and language of your installed
Windows before the download.
AOMEI Backupper Standard

Description: ・Create partition, disk
image,
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shortcut for the built-in Mac OS
utility "Application Key" Basic

Features: Keymacro is an advanced
utility that allows you to activate all

the current shortcuts, app's
windows, windows with buttons,

and desktops easily and quickly. In
addition to the keystroke emulation
feature, you can also set additional

keyboard shortcuts, along with
additional modifiers and hot keys.
A set of functions enables you to
customize the settings that define
the assigned keyboard shortcuts,

including: - Global shortcuts. It lets
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you set shortcuts with the "Global"
flag, so they will be added to all the
profiles of the app. - Desks. It lets

you associate an additional shortcut
key to any desktop. - Hold state. It

allows you to assign the key to
keep the windows you open in a
maximized or minimized state -

Custom settings. It enables you to
create as many as you want sets of

keys and assign them to your
specific profiles - In addition, you

can set a specific key to be
disabled, to have it removed from

any profiles or to change its
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function. You can also add a
modifier to an app's shortcut, to
include a specific additional key.
This is especially useful for users
who like to press "Ctrl+Alt+" to

open multiple desktop
simultaneously. If you assign more
than one key to a given shortcut,

you can toggle the modifier. That's
not all! You can also add keyboard

and mouse button actions to an
app's shortcut, to start it

immediately when you press the
assigned key. For example, if you
press Ctrl+K, the app you assigned
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will be open. If you press
Ctrl+Alt+K, it will minimize to the

Dock. If you press
Ctrl+Alt+Alt+K, it will be

minimized. Furthermore, you can
add multiple keyboard actions or

buttons to a shortcut. For example,
you can assign a specific shortcut

key to open an app, switch between
two tabs in your browser, open a
new tab or a new window, and

many more. Additionally, you can
define hot keys. For example, press

Shift+1 to access the first tab of
your browser, Shift+2 to open the
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second tab, or Shift+Alt+1 to
access the first window of your

application. You can also assign a
keyboard shortcut to anything that

is a toggle. For example, press
Shift+Ctrl+B to toggle the

brightness of your screen, press
Shift+Ctrl+T to toggle your

77a5ca646e
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AOMEI Backupper Standard Free

Support iZON Technology,
compatible with other system.
Support both the 32-bit and 64-bit
versions of Windows 10 and 8/8.1.
Support iZON Technology,
compatible with other system.
Backup mobile devices easily.
Support of smart TV to connect,
can realize remote control. The
maximum number of backups: 30.
Support multiple languages, such as
English, Chinese, French, Italian
and Russian. Support to be used at
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Windows 10 with the update of
1803 and Windows 8.1. Support to
be used at Windows 10 with the
update of 1809. Support to be used
at Windows 8.1 with the update of
1511. Support to be used at
Windows 7 with the update of 800.
Support to be used at Windows
Vista with the update of 600.
Support to be used at Windows XP
with the update of 500. Support to
be used at Windows 2000 with the
update of 500. Support the external
disk formated by NTFS and
FAT32. Support to be used at
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Windows 2000. AOMEI
Backupper Pro Description: Create
up to 2 backup data. Support to use
many virtualization software.
Support to be used at Windows 7
and 8. Support to be used at
Windows Vista and XP. Support to
be used at Windows 2003 and
2000. Support to be used at
Windows Server 2008 and 2008
R2. Support to be used at Windows
Server 2012 and 2016. Support to
be used at Windows Server 2012
R2. Support to be used at Windows
Server 2012. Support to be used at
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Windows Server 2008. Support to
be used at Windows Server 2003.
Support to be used at Windows
Server 2008 R2. Support to be used
at Windows Server 2016. Support
to be used at Windows Server 2012
R2. Support to be used at Windows
Server 2012. Support to be used at
Windows Server 2008. Support to
be used at Windows Server 2003.
Support to be used at Windows
Server 2008 R2. Support to be used
at Windows Server 2008. Support
to be used at Windows Server
2003. Support to be used at
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Windows 2000. Support to be used
at Windows Server 2000. Support
to be used at Windows Server
2000. Support to be used at
Windows Server 2003. Support to
be used at Windows Server 2000.
Support to be used at Windows
Server 2000. Support to be

What's New In AOMEI Backupper Standard?

AOMEI Backupper is an efficient
and reliable application designed to
assist you in creating disk, partition
and system backups, which you can
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use to quickly restore your
computer to a previous state of
stability in case of emergency.
Easily back up data to create disk
images In order to create a backup
file, you need to select the drive
you want to work with – depending
on the type of backup you intend to
perform, then set the destination
path. You can choose whether to
compress or encrypt the data
during the backup, as well as split
the created image if it surpasses a
user-defined size. Schedule
repetitive backups and clone the
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operating system The scheduler
function enables you to set a
singular backup on a specific date,
or run it repeatedly at preferred
time intervals, while the restore
section displays all the existing
backup files sorted by their
creation time, and lets you select
the one you want to use. With the
clone tool you can copy and
reproduce a system partition,
dynamic volume or the entire hard
drive, in order to copy it on another
HDD. This feature can prove
useful if you want to replace the
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entire data from your computer
with a different one, as it helps you
transfer all the applications you
normally work with, including the
operating system. It can also be
used for migrating the OS to
another machine. Another utility
provided by AOMEI Backupper
verifies the integrity of a backup
image, making sure that the file is
not damaged or corrupted.
Moreover, you can create a
bootable rescue media device, such
as a CD, DVD or even USB
portable drive. Conclusion Taking
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all these aspects into account, we
have come to the conclusion that
AOMEI Backupper is reliable and
comprises numerous powerful
features, especially when
considering that this edition is free
to use. It enables you to minimize
the risk of complete data loss by
restoring the system to its former
state. Manuals & Documents
Revision History Use our
interactive (collapsible) navigation
bar to see the changelog of this
page. Detailed Description Take
your data to the cloud with ease
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and confidence, backup your data
to the most powerful file server in
the cloud. With great performance
and stable support, Backupper can
solve the safety of your data. User
& Media Reviews Backupper is a
very stable, well-developed
program that works quite well on
Windows 7 and Windows 10. It's a
very good application, simple to
use, and while it's not free as a
product, the free trial is very
generous. It does seem that the
interface could be a bit better, but
that's a minor niggle, and it's
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probably just a matter of some
tweaking. It does the job very well
and gives users a convenient means
of backing up their data to the
cloud. I bought this product, and I
like it. The main drawback is that it
doesn't import
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System Requirements For AOMEI Backupper Standard:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7,
Windows 8, Windows 8.1,
Windows 10 CPU: Intel Core i5
RAM: 8GB HDD: 13GB Graphics:
Intel HD 4000 DirectX: Version
9.0 Controller: Dualshock 4
Network: Broadband Internet
connection Recommended: OS:
Windows 10, Windows 7,
Windows 8, Windows 8.1 CPU:
Intel Core i7 RAM: 16GB
Graphics: Intel
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